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Scientists Combat Animal Obesity
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White Bird’s “Bath Salts” Policy

What Would Reedies Say?
We’ve all seen it:  the latest fad that’s been circulating on Facebook, The “What Would I Say” StatusBot. 
In case you haven’t tried it for yourself  yet, basically it combines words and phrases from your various posts 
on Facebook and generates new statuses that tend to be nonsensical but can sometimes seem deeply pro-
found. They’re kind of  like fortune cookies, but personalized (most of  mine involve food). In an attempt 
to save you from repeatedly clicking on the app to find your True Status, I’ve compiled a set of  statistically 
probable statusbot results for the typical Reed student.

“No sleep till the struggle is real”

“Daft Balls, I forgot to turn in my Hum papercut grrrarrghhh”

“Fuck this physics problematic and infuriatingly heteronormative.”

“dude what’s that smell coming from ODB gay sex tonight?”

“Pancho Savery and the totally Kafkaesque experience”

“honey bunches of  ©apitalist oppression”

“Kome see Our Town tonight in the south stacks until 3am writing an existentialist crisis”

“Anyone need a ride to be anything at all…”

“someone makeout with patriarchy all night”

“bacon pancakes, makin’ bacon postmodern readings of  Faust”

“Party in the birchies @ about time I should go to bed”

“I write sins not my thesis jfc...”

“it’s hard to be IMPORTANT when the hegemony is eatin’ pancakes fuck ya.”

“Creating a Renn Fayre social constructure is invalid tbh”

“I want to make sweet love to DOYLE OWL.”

...And so on. They get pretty repetitive after a while. But, man, someone should really write a Ling thesis 
on the bot’s entanglement of  syntactic constituents...
 

Boner Owner: Oh No!

Researchers at the National Wildlife Research Center recently undertook a study to examine 
the growing epidemic of  obesity in the animal kingdom.  

        Zoologist Daniel Abruti told Associated Press last Wednesday that the study concerned 
four species that researchers had determined to be “at-risk” for obesity: “Our team was chiefly 
concerned with African elephants, manatees, humpback whales, and grizzly bears.”  

        The scientists reported disturbing trends of  animal obesity, especially in the winter 
months.  “The bears in particular really love to pack on the pounds in the winter, often lying 
motionless in caves for many months.  We speculate that this could be due to holiday stress,” 
the abstract stated.  

        Using sophisticated underwater scales, marine biologists weighed aquatic beasts off  the 
coast of  Florida.  “They way these sea cows are eating, you would think they were about to 
embark on a long journey to another ocean,” Abruti chucked.  “They just don’t know when to 
stop,” he added, becoming stern. “They just don’t know when to stop.” 
        To promote healthy eating habits for the elephants, researchers tacked informational 
posters featuring the FDA Food Pyramid onto the scarce trees in the savannah.  The posters 
were printed in Swahili, “just in case the elephants aren’t familiar with English yet.” Also 
among the researchers’ plans to promote healthy lifestyles among wildlife was a directive to 
scatter fifty jump ropes throughout the terrain. “We’re positive that just fifteen minutes of  
cardiovascular exercise a day could really slim down these chunky elephants. Honestly, they’re 
a bit hard to look at now, all wrinkly and massive,” another zoologist added. 

        The humpback whales were especially resistant to dieting, Abruti stated.  ‘’We sang to 
them underwater telling them the standard serving size for krill, but they just wheeled their 
corpulent bodies through the waves and continued to feed. The pups, or infant whales, 
watched their parents overeating and began to do the same.  That sorrowful day taught us that 
healthy eating habits really begin in the nest...or den...or lair. Our mission to slim down these 
hefty beasts is more important than ever. America’s non-human youth need us.”      

        This week, White Bird--the non-profit organization that manages Reed students’ 
basic medical needs during Renn Fayre--announced that they will be instituting a new 
harm-reduction policy for users of  the designer drugs popularly known as “bath salts.”

        You know it, I know it, all of  these students know it,” said Beth Winters, White 
Bird’s liaison at Reed. “Bath salts are growing in popularity across the country, and Reed 
College is no exception, especially during Renn Fayre. We need policies in place to make 
sure students using these drugs are as safe as possible.”

        According to Winters, many bath-salts users keep their use a secret even from close 
friends due to a strong campus-wide taboo against their usage. “It’s strange,” she said in 
an interview Saturday. “Reed students are so accepting of  their peers’ marijuana, LSD, and 
MDMA usage, but when it comes to bath salts, the open doors of  their minds just slam 
shut. It’s sad, because it leads those students who use bath salts to hide it, which can be 
extremely dangerous.

       “In more than 80 percent of  cases,” Winters went on, “Reedies ‘trip-sitting’ for their 
friends on bath salts do so with no bodily protection at all. That’s something we can easily 
rectify.

        Winters’s proposed harm-reduction tactics might come as a surprise to some Reedies. 
“Cannibalism is a rare but very dangerous side-effect of  bath-salts usage,” she said. “We 
all remember the ‘Miami Zombie,’ and we certainly don’t want a repeat of  that situation. 
We need to protect Reedies who anticipate sharing space with bath salts users, in case that 
worst-case scenario becomes a reality.

        In addition to protective clothing, Winters proposes that trained Karma and Border 
Patrol volunteers be equipped with “sharp sticks or rapiers of  some sort,” as well as 
“lengths of  rope with which they can detain…” students having dangerous “bad trips.”

        To the argument that these tactics--which many in the Reed community view as 
extreme--will promote bath-salt usage, Winters says bah. “Social taboos should not keep 
us from providing the best possible protection to Reed students,” she said.

        Finally, Winters dismissed concerns about the high anticipated cost of  such a pro-
gram. “It’s cost-effective, in the long run,” Winters said as our meeting came to a close. 
“Do you have any idea how expensive a face transplant is?”

Have concerns about this new policy? Let your voice be heard in the Reed Relieves comment section--make 
sure you have the understanding of  neurochemistry to back up all your assertions!
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by HLAmazingly agile, given its staggering obesity.

Boner Owner’s favorite Pokémon? Weedle.  His boner’s favorite Pokémon?  Stunfisk.  Even the great can be 
wrong about things.
 
Q: Boner Owner, have you heard about the new “________ at Reed” tumblrs?
A: Yes.  It’s hard to keep up, because it seems that more emerge every day, but I have heard 
of  them.  I’m going to be honest with you all: I don’t simply possess a boner. In fact, I have 
many other parts. Right now, I’m working on mastering my left earlobe in the same way I 
have mastered my boner. But I refer to myself  as Boner Owner, because, until your talents 
develop, it’s safe to stick with what you know. The tumblrs for the wieners and boobs and 
whatnot live up to their names, but my boner tells me they are not yet optimal. I suggest we 
perfect these outlets before creating more, or at least limit ourselves to one new tumblr a 
week.
 
Q: Boner Owner, did you read The Quest’s article about “dicks at Reed?” They mentioned 
you! And they sure did make an awful lot of  dick jokes…
A: As I have explained before, Sam and I are, in fact, different people.  His boner is a mere 
level two, while mine is a level 696969696969696969.  Nevertheless, he seemed flattered 
when we last spoke.  I’m more concerned, though—my niche is threatened! Oh no! I need an 
opportunity for several terrible, terrible dick jokes, and fast!
 
Q: Boner Owner, what do you think about politics? Specifically, the House of  Representa-
tives?
A: Oh thank God.  I’ll tell you what I think: Boehner is impotent.  Sure, he may seem firm, 
clutching his gavel, but at the end of  the day, his caucus controls him, not the other way 
around.  He looks at his caucus and tells them “do this,” but they look back and say, “no.  No, 
Boehner.” His caucus explodes, recharges, and explodes again, day after day, and all the impo-
tent Boehner can do is clutch his gavel and watch as his caucus wreaks havoc without him.
 
Q: Boner Owner, what’s your favorite movie?
A: Naked Gun 33 1/3: The Final Insult.
 
Seriously, Boner Owner? That’s your favorite movie? That’s not even the best Naked Gun movie! If  you want 
to explain to Boner Owner why Princess Bride is clearly the best movie of  all time and more deserving of  his 
respect, you can email him at pamphlette@gmail.com. 


